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Innovative True Drain™ Technology from Acryline® USA

CLIFFWOOD, NJ-- — Acryline® USAʼs True Drain™, their newest channel engineering innovation
is the best new drying channel in the industry.

True Drain™ takes Acylineʼs channel technology to new heights by making the worldʼs best drying
channel even better. Superseding industry standards, Acrylineʼs new channel technology provides
glass smooth interior surfaces and a natural slope towards the drain enabling gravity to draw any
moisture to the lowest point of the channel, out a port, across the shortest part of the bath basin
and right to the drain, thus eliminating moisture and bacteria. Many of Acryline®ʼs most popular
bath lines will incorporate this channel drying innovation. All True Drain™ baths are available with
Ultimate Air Bath Massage Systems, providing “The Ultimate Bathing Experience.”

“True Drainʼs™ innovation assures that water drains below the bath well and directly into the drain
where everyone wants water to flow,” states Scott Tennant, Chief Operating Officer, Acryline®.

“We at Acryline believe our air system technology provides the closest bath system massage
available to an actual human massage. Our systems are remarkably sanitary without requiring
significant time and effort to keep them that way. True Drain™ is further evidence of our ongoing
commitment to our bathers,” says Tennant.
Acryline® USAʼs bathing systems are designed to meet the unique needs of all bathers. Athletes,
ironworkers, harried office workers, stressed executives, homemakers, children and seniors alike,
will find a bathing system to meet their needs and enhance their own personal sense of well being.
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